Strategic Plan Implementation Council meeting notes for March 9, 2009

Present: Clyde Sakamoto, Suzette Robinson, David Tamanaha, Alvin Tagomori, Diane Meyer, Dan Kruse, Michele Katsutani, and Pat Adams.

Discussion: Combined Strategic Plan Action Strategy teams
Responsible persons reported on their progress in appointing conveners for combined teams to plan accomplishments for the next two years.

Actions:
Two of the four new priority action strategies, numbers 4 and 6, are being combined with similar action strategies of the past two years.

New action strategy number 2, “Equip all faculty, staff, offices with current communications, computing, and media capabilities,” will become Action Strategy K; David Tamanaha will serve as responsible person.

New action strategy #5, “Ensure provisions to incorporate new technologies and pursue curriculum development activities,” will become Action Strategy J, with Diane Meyer serving as responsible person.

The Strategic Plan Priority Order Action Strategies chart will be updated with new information.

The next Implementation Council meeting will be held at 10:30 a.m. on Monday, March 23 in Ka`aie 210.